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Hi all, thanks for your amazing reply yesterday. I'm sold on getting a telescope now with at least 7x magnification. One more question I mean is what is the main difference between monocular and binocular? I've seen a monocular like this that is very powerful and small. If it's not recommended for
beginners, I'd buy either a 10x50, 7x50, or 7x35 telescope, depending on how large they are and how many they are. Let me know what you think. Thinking of picking up a cheap range-style monocular for backpacking, mainly because it would reduce in weight. Would I be better off with a telescope? Can
someone there lend some insight? Looking to spend no more than $60 if it makes any difference. What is better: monocular, or binocular? It looks like the monocular would be lighter, which is quite important when hiking. Do they work, too? Are there any drawbacks? What are the pros and cons of both?
Thanks! Anyone have a telescope or monocular on your EDC? I'm looking for suggestions. Post pictures and something (coins?) for scale! Page 2 5 comments Is it true when I say monocular stimuli are all 2D, (including motion paralaxes, relative size, light &amp;amp; shade, interposition) and binocular
stimuli are all 3D (retinal difference/convergence)? Thanks! I have a pair of 10x50s that serve me well when I can up to wearing them. But sometimes I want to go light, or need something compact just to keep in the car, messenger bag, etc,,, just in case. So why is it that 10x42 monocular is not the
preferred birders over a pair of 8x25or30s that are not nearly as compact as the monocular sports larger lens target... or it's not, and I'm just ignorant of it. Do two smaller lens lenses add up to be better than a pair of much smaller ones, why? I thought I'd love my 10x42 monocular more than I do (as/don't
like about as much as a smaller objective telescope I thought I would forever replace. I'm a very casual tourist and birdwatcher who just likes to be out there and look at things. I don't have binos because I generally find there is a pain in the buttos for the following reasons: I find them kind of cumbersome
bouncing around on my neck. Holding them by my glasses is terrible. Using them without glasses, which is what I end up doing, is difficult because my eyes are different levels of bad – so what I end up doing almost seamlessly is closing one eye. But I'm tired of fumbling around trying to borrow my wife's
telescope when we see something interesting, and it's time to be a big boy and get my own optical device. I recently discovered that monoculars exist, and they basically seem to be lighter and (hopefully) a better bang for the buck way of looking at things as I use binoculars as well, so are they suitable for
me, or should I figure out how to use the telescope better? (And if you have recommendations for this use case, I'd like those too.) Thanks! Page 2 6 comments So I'm looking into maybe buying a small telescope or a monocular telescope. So, would either one or even both be worth it? If so, which one
would be better in terms of helping me survive in the long run? Page 2 22 comments Would they be useful for navigating through the dead at night, or do we keep camping and using flashlights? I know one night vision telescope that has magnification up to around 3x or 7x and you can attach it to your
head, leaving basically half the telescope and half the glasses. Page 2 13 comments comments
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